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INSTRUCTIONS FOR REFILLING OKI C710/C711 SERIES 
PRINTER COMPATIBILITY: OKI DATA C710n / C710dn / C710dtn / C710cdtn / C711n / C711dn / C711cdtn 

 
The OKI toner cartridges are basically a plastic tube - containing toner and a chip. The tube is split into 2 

sections: 

 

Section 1 – Waste section = chamber that contains waste toner.  

Section 2 – Toner section  = chamber that you will refill. 

 

You can refill your OKI cartridges as many times as you want, as long as you empty the waste 

toner. We advise doing this before your first refill and then every other refill. 

 

 
 

Before you begin  
 

  

Protect your work surface with old newspaper to 

catch any waste toner spills.  

 

Wear the gloves to keep your hands clean. 

 

 

  

 

The OKI TONER CARTRIDGE & DRUM UNIT. 

 

The toner cartridge is basically a grey tube 

containing toner and a chip. The grey toner section is 

attached to a black drum unit.  

 

We need to separate the toner cartridge from the 

drum unit in order to refill the cartridge.  

 

Remove only the toner cartridge from the 

printer. 

 

 

 

When to Refill? 
 

 

When the LCD display indicates TONER LOW, or if 

print appears faded, first open the top cover and 

try tapping the cartridge a few times to evenly 

distribute the toner powder. This will enable you to 

obtain the best "yield" from your toner cartridge. 

 

To avoid toner wastage and possible toner 

sensor errors, do not change the toner 

cartridge(s) until “TONER EMPTY” is 

displayed. 
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1 Switch printer off. 
2 Remove cartridge from printer. Place printer cartridge on 

several sheets of newspaper. 

Locate the hopper cap.  

 

Notice the point shown where you can 

insert a small screwdriver or blunt 

instrument to lever out the cap. 

 
 

Use a small flat blade screwdriver to 

carefully push out the hopper cap.  

 

 

If the cap cannot be removed you may 

have the new style cartridges with a 

sealed cap– contact us for an 

alternative refill method. 

 

 

 
 

The end cap may be clear plastic or black. 
 
 

Dump out any 

remaining toner 

directly into a bin 

bag.  

 

Wipe clean the 

cartridge. 

 

 
 

Shake your bottle of 

new toner vigorously 

for 30 seconds 

BEFORE removing 

the cap.  
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Remove the cap and 

seal from the bottle. 

 

Fit the toner pouring 

spout securely to 

the bottle. 

STOP - Before you 

refill : 

 

Make sure the long 

slot on the side is 

closed and no toner 

can spill out. 

 

Insert the spout into the hole. (The toner 

will flow out like water, so take care not to 

spill it) 

 

Slowly refill your cartridge. Stop every 2-3 

seconds and allow the toner to settle 

 

 

Hint: If the toner stops pouring, replace the 

lid securely on the bottle and shake 

thoroughly for 20 seconds. 

 

 
 

 

Securely replace the hopper cap. Make sure 

it goes back in properly. 

 

Make sure the hopper cap is fitted correctly 

and the slots line up.  

 

Wipe clean the toner cartridge and then 

proceed to change the chip. 

 

 
 

 

 

CHANGING THE RESET CHIP 

 

Locate the chip cover - the chip is hidden 

inside a slot behind a small grey cover. 
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Remove the chip cover by inserting a small 

thin flat blade screwdriver and then gently 

pry the cover back from either end  to 

release the holding clips.  

 

Take care - as too much force will 

break the holding clips. 

 

 

 

 

 

Remove the OEM chip and replace with the 

new chip.  

 

Replace the OEM chip with the new chip.   

 

The chip should be replaced with the chip 

circuit side facing up as shown opposite. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Reattach the chip cover. Make sure it is 

secure. If required use tape to hold it in 

place. 

 

Refit the cartridge into your printer. Turn 

the printer off and on again. Print a few 

test pages to remove any excess toner. 
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Emptying the Waste Toner Section 
 

Each time you print a little more toner is added to the waste section of your OKI cartridge.  Eventually the 

waste section (cross section shown below) will fill up with toner.  

 

For best results we recommend that you empty the waste section every other refill. Do this only when your 

cartridge is EMPTY / BEFORE you refill.   

 

If you refill a cartridge with a full waste compartment it will kill the reset chip. 

 

 
 

Before refilling - Unlock and Empty the Old Toner 

The waste toner is emptied via the round 

hatch shown opposite. 

 

To open the hatch you have to twist open 

the toner. 

 

To open the waste hatch - push in the 

small blue tab as shown and rotate the 

blue handle.  

 

 

CAUTION – This will also open the long 

slots on the side of the cartridge - as well 

as the waste hatch.  

 

This means toner can and will spill out 

from the main body of cartridge. 

 

(this is why we say to do this before you 

refill) 
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Now empty the waste section 

 

Hold the cartridge with the blue handle at 

the top and tap the cartridge hard & 

repeatedly - so that the waste section 

empties.   

 

Only small amounts will fall out – tap the 

cartridge until toner dust stops 

appearing from the hole at the 

bottom. 

 

You have now emptied the waste section. 

 

 

           
 

Emptying the waste section 

 

The waste will empty from the hatch at the bottom of the 

cartridge. 

 

 

 

 

Safety information: Toner powder should be treated as a nuisance dust. Not to be used by children. Avoid 

inhalation. Avoid eye & skin contact. Do not ingest. Inhalation: slight irritation of respiratory tract. Consult a 

doctor. Eye contact: Dust may cause irritation by mechanical abrasion. Consult a doctor.Skin contact: wash 

with soap and cold running water. Ingestion: No known hazard. Carcinogenicity: N/A, Mutagenicity: AMES test 

negative.  
 

All safety information is given to help facilitate the safe use of this product and is based on information 

obtained from the manufacturer. This information is believed to be correct, but does not purport to be all 

inclusive and should be used only as a guide. Zinetic makes no warranty, express or Implied as to the 

accuracy or completeness of this information. It is the users responsibility to determine the suitability of this 

information for the adoption of necessary safety precautions and or compliance with local laws/regulations. 
 

Zinetic is not associated with or endorsed by any of the cartridge / printer manufacturers referred to in any of 

our published works. Names of manufacturers, machines and part numbers are given as an aid to 

identification only. Names of manufacturers, machines and part numbers may be trade marks of the 

respective manufacturer. All Trade Marks hereby expressly acknowledged.  

 


